
The MARIE collection is the meeting of two women, two 
entrepreneurs and two great Quebec brands, a luxury house 
and a high-end faucet maker. On the occasion of the 35th 
anniversary of Maison Marie Saint Pierre and BARIL, the 
two women have combined their respective talents in a 
collaboration whose motivation is to bring beauty, functionality 
and well-being to everyday life. Sharing a passion for quality 
and unique design, the MARIE collection pushes the boundaries 
of creativity in faucets and water accessories.

B35 MARIE



Floor-mounted Tub Spout

Matte Black 
(K)

Glossy Black 
(E)

B35-1100-00-KE

Selection of two finishes 
from the Marie collection 
manufactured with state-of-
the-art equipment.

Flawless Finishes High-end Laminator
Crystal clear and 

splash-free stream.

Freestanding
This freestanding spout does not have 
a built-in faucet. To control water flow 

and temperature, order valves 
B35-9320-00-xx or B35-9521-00-xx.

Unique Design
With its pure forms inspired by 
nature, the MARIE collection 
does not go unnoticed.

High Quality 
Materials
BARIL faucets are strong and 
durable, being made of thicker 
than average solid brass.

B35 MARIE

BARIL  
equals  
quality



Laminator
The MARIE collection faucets are equipped 
with a high-end laminator to ensure a crystal 
clear stream without splashing.



Height: 41-3/4”

Clearance: 35”

Spout reach: 12”

Dimensions

Attention to Detail
Just like all of our BARIL faucets, the MARIE 
collection was designed with both style and 
function in mind. In fact, MARIE offers a balance 
between multi-purpose, versatile and efficient 
use, and a sculptural, customizable look.
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161 mm
6-1/4"

305 mm
12"

1063 mm
41-3/4"

178 mm
7"

886 mm
35"

B35-1100-00-xx

Description
- Bec de bain à montage au sol

- Floor-mounted tub spout

Finis disponibles / Available finishes
BEC:  K (Noir Mat / Matte Black)  

ROS:  E (Noir Lustré / Glossy Black) 

Fiche Technique / Spec Sheet

* Pour contrôler le débit et la température de l’eau, il faut l’associer à un mitigeur;
choisir B35-9320-00-xx ou B35-9521-00-xx 

* To control the water flow and temperature, it must be combined with a mixer; 
choose either B35-9320-00-xx or B35-9521-00-xx
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Easy Installation
Installation is very sturdy thanks to the two methods of 
fixing to the floor; a clamping nut underneath as well 
as three screws on top. The orientation of the spout 
versus the tub can easily be adjusted at the end of the 
installation. Once the installation is completed, simply 
slip down the sphere and you are done!

Easy Connection 
Connect your water inlet 

directly to the rough using 
the 1/2 NPT connection.

Adjustment of the 
spout orientation


